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Abstract. Realisation of the Ubicomp vision in the real world creates significant threats to personal privacy due to constant information collection by numerous tiny sensors, active information exchange over short and long distances,
long-term storage of large quantities of data, and reasoning on collected and
stored data. An analysis of more than 100 Ubicomp scenarios, however, shows
that applications nowadays are often developed without considering privacy issues. This paper suggests guidelines for estimation of threats to privacy, depending on real world application settings and on choice of technology; and
guidelines for developing technological safeguards against privacy threats.

1 Introduction
Development of new applications and enabling technologies in Ambient Intelligence /
Ubiquitous Computing (these terms are equally common) often starts from writing an
application scenario: a script that describes in which settings a new technology will
be used. After having reviewed more than 100 Ubicomp scenarios (e.g., [1-8]), we
found that often proposed applications do not consider privacy issues, even though
many researchers [9-11] have already pointed out privacy threats arising from Ubicomp (its continuous attention to human activity and increased autonomy of computer
actions) and from rapid technology development, especially the increase in computers' abilities to acquire, store and process more and more different kinds of information from different sources. Detailed analysis of privacy threats in the Ubicomp
world is beyond the scope of this paper; such analysis can be found e.g. in [10-12].
After acknowledgement of privacy threats, work on privacy protection has started
[9, 13, 14]. Such work has mainly considered information privacy, i.e., the personal
right of an individual to control which information about him/ her is collected, stored
and shared, while privacy also has other important aspects [11, 15], e.g., “the right to
be left alone" is very important for personal development because people need relative insularity for developing goals, values and conceptions of self [15].

The work [9] suggests how the fair information practices (listed in current data
protection laws) can be applied to Ubicomp applications, and shows how difficult it
might be to apply them. The work of Lahlou et al. [14] focuses "on the specific issues
of the data collection phase", although such generic design guidelines as "think before
doing" and "understand the way in which new technologies change the effects of
classic issues" (i.e., existing solutions in the physical world) can be applied not only
to data collection. Our work makes these generic design guidelines more specific.
The work of Hong et al. [13] proposes privacy risk models based on two aspects:
first, social and organizational context in which an application is embedded (who are
data shares and data observers; what kinds of personal information are shared; what is
the value proposition for information sharing; its symmetry, etc.). The second aspect
is technological (how are collection, storage and retention of personal data organized;
who controls the system; is there any possibility to opt-out). This is close to our understanding of privacy threats, but we suggest taking into account other aspects also,
especially probability of accidental (not intended by designers) information flow.
Currently most of research on privacy protection is concerned with protection of
information privacy in network applications and with security of personal devices,
and considers privacy protection for current technology settings. The main privacy
protecting principles in network applications are stated to be anonymity (possibility to
use a service without disclosure of user identity); pseudonymity (possibility to use a
service without disclosure of user identity, but still be accountable for that use);
unlinkability (possibility to use multiple services without others being able to discover that these resources were used by the same user) and unobservability (possibility to use a service without others being able to observe that it is being used).
Even in current technology settings, however, these principles are not yet fully implemented [16]. Implementation of these principles in future settings (as they are
described in scenarios) would be more challenging and not always possible. In network applications, users have some understanding of which data are collected and
means to restrict data collection (e.g., to use Internet cafe for accessing web sites). In
Ubicomp environment, full of numerous invisible sensors, it is difficult (if not impossible) for users to understand and to control data collection and to achieve unobservability, anonymity and pseudonymity, because the user and his/ her data are not
physically separated anymore. Another important difference between network applications and emerging applications is that neither mobile devices nor web usage penetrates through such strong privacy protecting borders as walls and the human body,
while physiological, video and audio sensors, proposed for future settings, have much
stronger capabilities to identify a person and to reveal personal activities and feelings.
In this paper, we present dimensions of privacy threat analysis and suggest guidelines for privacy protection for future Ubicomp applications.

2 Traditional Privacy Protecting Borders
In the work of Lahlou et al. [14], it is suggested that privacy protection requires understanding of how new technologies change the ways developed in physical world.
In the physical world, personal privacy is protected by the following borders [11]:

•

Natural Borders: physical borders of observability, such as walls, clothing, darkness, facial expression (a natural border against the true feelings of a person).
• Social Borders: expectations with regard to confidentiality in certain social
groups, such as family members, doctors and lawyers, e.g., the expectation that
your colleagues do not read personal fax messages addressed to you.
• Spatial or Temporal Borders: expectations by people that parts of their lives can
exist in isolation from other parts, both temporally and spatially, e.g., a previous
wild adolescent phase should not have a lasting influence on the current life of a
father of four; a party with friends should not affect relations with colleagues.
• Borders due to Ephemeral or Transitory Effects: expectations that certain action
or spontaneous utterances will be soon forgotten or simply unnoticed because
people’s attention and memory are limited.
Physical borders are perhaps perceived as most reliable, which can be illustrated
by, e.g., how poker players control their faces or by the custom of knocking at a
closed door of somebody's private room or office. People also have a well-developed
mental model of the limits of their own or others' ability to notice and to remember
details of what's going around. For example, people in a conference room usually
expect that others' attention and memory are devoted to contents of a presentation
rather than to the auditory side. Concerning social and spatial borders, people perceive them as not so strong, e.g., the likelihood of encountering the same people in
different circumstances or of broken confidentiality is not negligible. Generally, the
stronger is personal belief that certain border is reliable, the more difficult will be
adaptation to its violation by a new technology. Experiments in the research area of
computer-supported collaborative work suggest one example of the adaptation difficulty. In order to facilitate awareness and communications between colleagues, video
cameras were installed in the offices of participants. Although awareness has proved
to be useful, the experiments have shown that people often act according to an "old"
mental model of being reliably hidden by office walls [17].

3 Dimensions of Privacy Threats Analysis
We think that privacy risks fall into two major groups: first, application domaindependent risks, which depend on the supported personal or organizational activity.
For example, health data are considered sensitive, and designers of applications for
hospitals follow corresponding privacy-protecting regulations. Second, privacy risks
are caused by a mismatch between personal expectations about current privacy level
and reality, which do not depend on an application domain. If a person perceives his
current situation as private (e.g., being alone at home), but in fact he is being monitored, the chances that personal secrets will be discovered are higher than if the person perceives the current situation as public (e.g., making a presentation in a large
meeting) and takes care of own privacy himself.
After reviewing Ubicomp application scenarios, we observed that the possibility of
privacy being violated accidentally is not always considered. For example, in [1], it is
suggested to make video recordings of meetings, so that writing "meeting minutes" is
not needed. Such recordings of presenter mistakes, personal conversations, spontane-

ous remarks, laughter or bored faces, however, can affect one’s personal career negatively, because playback of a video recording (with the possibility of watching the
same scene many times) reveals many more details than physical presence at the
meeting when people are concentrated on the main points of working problems.
We suggest the following dimensions for analysis of privacy threats:
• Dimensions of the real world:
o Personalities of humans
o People’s activity
o Environment where activity takes place
• Dimensions of technology functionality
o Information flow
o Computer control level vs. personal control level
o Balance between different aspects of technology (storage and
communication vs. reasoning capabilities and control level)
3.1 Dimensions of Real World: Humans, Activities and Environment
The notion of what is considered private and what is not depends on a person and on
a situation (context) [15]. For example, the chances that a wife or children accidentally access personal data of a married person are fairly high; however, secrets from
family members are not unusual. We suggest that application designers should consider, first, how privacy-safe is an application for a user who has secrets from family
members (who are always nearby); from work colleagues and superiors; and from an
insurance company capable of hiring good specialists for acquiring personal data.
Second, it is needed to consider how much time and knowledge are needed for configuring privacy protection in a personal device and whether anyone can do it fast.
Personal activity is an important dimension for privacy risk analysis because an activity consumes and produces information flow, e.g., a lot of financial data are involved in paying bills; health and identity data are involved in a call to a doctor. Environment is an important dimension because people’s mental models of current privacy levels are based on traditional perceptions of an environment (e.g., "now I am
alone in my office, thus, nobody can see me") and people behave more or less freely
depending on their estimation of current privacy levels. We suggest that applications
should take into account the following:
• traditional perceptions of the environment (e.g., perception of a home as private
environment; perception of a wall as a non-transparent object)
• common activities in the environment (e.g., in an office people usually work)
• other probable activities in the environment (e.g., calling a doctor or flirting with
a colleague in an office environment).
Privacy threats coming from real world settings can be roughly categorized as
high, medium and low. We suggest that high threats appear in the instance of activities dealing with health care, finances and communications between family members
and close friends; high threats also appear in the home or office environment (because
people can not avoid dealing with private issues at work and are highly dependent on
their work). Medium threats to privacy appear in shopping, learning and mobility

activities (by mobility, we mean travelling within a city as well as holiday and work
trips); and relatively low threats are associated with entertainment activity.
3.2 Dimensions of Technology Functionality
A typical view of an Ubicomp application is presented in Figure 1. Thin arrows indicate information which is collected (pulled) by the system and exists there for a short
or long time, which carries a potential threat that personal data become available,
against a user's wishes, to others (neighbours, government, insurance companies, etc)
if they get access to them. Thus, threats appear either if access control to information
fails (e.g., communications are intercepted, or stored data are unprotected) or if data
contains accidentally acquired secrets (e.g., something in the image background).

Fig. 1 Generic view of Ubicomp application: thin arrows indicate information which is collected and exists in the system, thick arrows indicate information push.

Thick arrows indicate information push, which implies that message contents will
be certainly delivered to their destination and will be available to receivers (or will
cause an automated action, such as opening a door lock in office access control applications). Consequently, more threats appear: first, access control to a message can
fail; second, message contents can tell the recipient more than the sender intended;
third, a message can be delivered at a wrong time; and last, harm can be caused by
actuators' actions (e.g., failure to lock a door allows everybody to enter a room).
3.2.1 Information Flow and Application Control Level
Information flow starts from data collection performed by sensors. The most popular
sensors in Ubicomp scenarios are audio, video, positioning, physiological and safety
and comfort sensors, as well as logging of human-computer interaction actions.
From the privacy point of view, physiological sensors are most dangerous because
they detect what is inside a person's body, i.e., they "break" into the most private
sphere. These sensors are the basis for building health care applications, where strict
rules for protection of health data exist. Ubicomp scenarios, however, suggest these
sensors for purposes other than health and wellness. Detection of a person's mood and
emotions is an active research area [18], and suggested applications include detection
of interesting scenes for automatic audio and video capture for lifetime personal store

[8] and estimation of a user's liking of TV programmes [2]. However, if physiological
data are linked to the contents of TV programmes and to the presence of other people,
personal feelings become dangerously "naked" and can, for example, reveal to parents with whom their child is in love; or can be used by government for monitoring
the loyalty of citizens. Physiological sensors can also detect health problems, but this
data will not be properly protected because data protection requirements in the domain of TV personalization are not very strict.
Video and audio sensors violate natural privacy-protecting borders such as walls,
and video cameras can reveal a lot more than audio sensors. In Ubicomp scenarios
they are suggested, first, for real-time communications between people, e.g., for helping parents to check what their children are doing [5]. Second, such sensors are suggested for memory augmentation, e.g., recording of work meetings [1] and personal
memory aids [8]. The first type of application "breaks the walls"; the second type of
application violates people’s belief in the limits of others’ attention and memory.
Data from safety and comfort sensors (temperature, light, car acceleration; biometric sensors for access control) can reveal personal lifestyle either inside or outside
homes. The threat of identity theft may be associated with biometric sensors. Another
important issue is that these sensors often initiate information push, e.g., they may
give reminders to switch off the stove or employ actuators to do it automatically. This
is beneficial for people suffering from dementia or for families with babies. However,
if teenagers are assumed to be as irresponsible in caring about home safety as babies,
there may be little opportunity left for teenagers to develop a sense of responsibility.
Application control level denotes how much technology does on behalf of users.
For example, an application that reminds a user to take pills in case of high blood
pressure has a high control level because it initiates a measuring of blood pressure
and initiates a dialog with a user. Consequently, such dialog can annoy the individual
or reveal personal health details if it happens at a wrong moment or in public. An
application which filters shopping advertisements according to user preferences also
has a high control level, because the user can never know about certain shopping
alternatives if they are filtered out. (For such applications, an important question is
who sets filtering rules and how to prevent the favouring of a particular shop.)

3.3 Summary of Technology Threats
With greater information collection, transmission and storage capabilities and higher
control levels, technology poses more privacy threats. Most Ubicomp scenarios involve application-dependent information storage and a lot of wireless communications (between objects, people and organizations).
We suggest that significant threats to privacy arise if technology penetrates walls
and the human body, e.g., by using physiological, video and/or audio sensors. Significant threats are also caused by high control level of technology (i.e., the capability
of a technology to act on behalf of a person, for example, to call an ambulance in an
emergency); by biometrics sensors (due to the possibility of identity theft); and by
aggregation either of a lot of data about one person, or some data about many people.
Medium threats are associated with positioning sensors (used alone, they provide

location data, but not much activity data) and with medium level of technology control (the capability to make proactive suggestions, e.g., to give reminders). Fairly low
threats are associated with low control level (e.g., ranking advertisements according
to criteria explicitly set by the user), and with comfort sensors (lighting, heating, etc).

4 Design Guidelines for Privacy Protection
Different application domains and components present different threats to privacy
and require different safeguards. One of the most generic safeguards is to minimize
data collection to what is absolutely needed for application purposes (called "Privacy
Razor" in the work of Lahlou at el. [14]). In practice, however, it is not easy to determine what "minimally required data" is, because the same data can be acquired in
many ways, each of them presenting different threats for privacy. For example, movie
recommendations applications need user feedback data, and ways to obtain it include:
use of physiological sensors; analysis of facial expressions; speech recognition; monitoring such user actions as fast forward scrolling (which is safest for privacy).
Another generic safeguard is data encryption during data transmission and storage,
but even 100% reliable encryption is not a magic solution; first, because a lot of information can be gained by monitoring the traffic of encrypted data. Second, the
crucial problem is proper access control to encrypted data, and this problem is not
solved yet. Encryption of data stored in a personal device does not help as long as the
device considers itself in the hands of an authorised owner, which is usually for a
long time after it has been switched on. Appropriate protection of data stored in personal devices will not be possible until user-friendly access control methods are developed (that is, methods for frequent, reliable and unobtrusive user authentication).
We suggest that the most important safeguards are appropriate access control to
data and appropriate intelligence of applications, because only they can help against
the dishonest person accessing the data required by a Ubicomp application and
against accidental acquisition of sensitive data by the Ubicomp application, which can
happen either with a single sensor (e.g., video), or via linkage of several sensors' data.
Consequently, we suggest that if an application poses significant threats to personal privacy in the real world, and if significant threats are caused by choice of technology, both lightweight and strong safeguards, listed below in more detail, should be
implemented. In some cases, the required level of privacy protection might be too
expensive for the application purposes; or appropriate safeguards may not be mature
yet (e.g., automatic detection of sensitive video data is still in its infancy). Research
on many strong safeguards has already started, but the results are not yet ready for
real life use. In these cases, privacy risks should be decreased by choosing less threatening technology for implementation of a desired functionality: to use other means of
information acquisition, or to decrease the control level of a particular technology.
Additionally, we suggest that application designers should develop some means to
escape from Ubicomp applications gracefully, so that nobody understands why the
user is inaccessible, similar to the current situation with mobile phones when not
answering a phone call is perceived as not unusual (the battery may be discharged; or
the user may be in an area where connections don't work well; or the user may be in a

shower, etc) and does not give any hint of the user's activities or intentions. In a future of small powerful hardware embedded into clothes, watches and walls and with
improved network coverage, however, escape from communications might not be that
easy. For example, if users have switched off a meeting recording, one might assume
that they are either discussing work secrets or personal affairs. Thus, an application
should always stop in exactly the same way, e.g., a stopping should be always abrupt.
4.1 Minimisation of data collection, transmission and storage
We suggest the following relatively lightweight safeguards:
1. Instead of logging raw data, only data features should be logged by using either
hardware filters or by doing as much real-time pre-processing as possible (e.g., logging only the number of peaks or the time period when heart rate was above a predefined threshold; or detect predefined contexts and user actions in real time);
3. Time-stamping of logged data should be limited by making it relative to other
application-related information (e.g., " in the first hour after taking a pill, the blood
pressure was normal, after that it was elevated") or by averaging and generalising
time stamping (e.g., "heart rate was high for two hours"). This should prevent a discovery that, e.g., the heart rate of a boy becomes high each time he meets certain girl;
4. Hardware used for data collection should not have extra memory and extra data
transmission capabilities, and no easy plug-ins for increasing them (to prevent spying). This can be achieved, e.g., by giving to each application access rights to a certain memory block instead of giving to all applications access to the main memory;
5. Data should be deleted after an application-dependent time, e.g., when a user buys
clothes, all information about their textiles, prices, designers, etc should be deleted
from the clothes' RFID tags. If applications require active RFID tags (such as for
finding lost objects [7]), the ID of the RFID tag should be changed, so that no links
between a shop’s database and personal clothes are left;
6. Applications which don't require constant monitoring should switch off automatically after a certain period of user inactivity (for example, video cameras automatically switch off after the end of a game).
Fairly heavy-weight (strong) safeguards (required for applications posing significant privacy threats) would be:
1. Authorisation at the stage of upgrading hardware and adding plug-ins
2. Anti-spyware software on each piece of hardware.
4.2 Privacy protection in networks (transferring of identity and personal data)
Data transfer in Ubicomp applications takes place between remote locations (e.g., in
m-commerce applications or web browsing) as well as between diverse sensors in a
smart space and between devices which belong to a personal area network (PAN),
e.g., several sensors attached to a human body in different placements or several
personal belongings. We suggest the following light-weight safeguards:
1. Data filtering on personal device should be preferred, if possible (e.g., instead of
sending a user's financial preferences to a jewellery shop, the application can query

the shop about all items, and sort them by price and other criteria already on the personal device. This approach requires more data transmission and does not allow use
of certain recommendation techniques known as collaborative filtering, but it has the
advantage that users don't feel that a piece of metal decides what can they afford).
2. Data transmission and storage, if they take place over long distances, should allow
anonymity or pseudonimity (using different identities with minimally sufficient personal data in different applications, as suggested in [19]) of a data provider (e.g., if a
user buys something and has paid for it, the user's identity should be hidden). The
ways to do it include, first, methods to prove user authorisation locally and to transmit over a network only a confirmation of authorisation; second, methods to hide user
identity, e.g., by distributing this knowledge over many network nodes. The goal of
pseudonimity is to prevent a discovery, either from personal contact details or from
the ID of a personal device, that the same person has ordered a lot of chocolates and
diabetes-related medicines, which might be of interest to an insurance company and
result in increase of the person’s insurance premium’s due to not following a diet.
3. Wherever possible, to implement unobservability in PANs and smart spaces by
limiting the communication range so that signals stay within desired spatial limits
(inside a room or a car), unlike the current situation when two owners of Bluetoothenabled phones are aware of each other’s presence in neighbouring apartments.
Higher-level protection should include the following:
1. Data transmission should not use the ID of a personal device or an object; instead,
IDs should be used only for a current communication session (otherwise it is easy to
associate a device or an object, e.g., eye glasses, with a person).
2. Data protection by security means and access control methods (see Section 4.3)
from malicious actions (eavesdropping, data modifications, denial of service, etc).
4.3 Access control
The traditional understanding of the term “access control” is in regard to granting a
person the right to log on to a system or to have access to an otherwise restricted
office. Recently, “access control” has also taken on a sense of checking which software accesses personal data and how the data will be processed. Implementation of
proper access control methods is one of the most important safeguards. Unfortunately, reliable unobtrusive access control methods for privacy protection do not exist
in yet. This situation is best illustrated by usage of mobile phones (which store a lot
of personal data), which are not protected at all for a long time after being switched
on due to lack of user-friendly authentication methods suitable for frequent user verification. Consequently, loss or theft of a phone presents threats to its owner's privacy.
Proper access control should be also built in licensing languages (methods to impose correctness of data processing and to do privacy audit afterwards [16]). One of a
few existing methods to specify personal privacy policy regarding web applications,
P3P, neither forces web sites to follow the user’s wishes (the user just gets a notification about a mismatch between privacy policies), nor to adhere to their own promises
regarding processing of user data.
Lightweight methods of access control include the following:
1. Frequent tests for compatibility and updates of anti-virus and firewall software;

2. Authorisation for accessing not only personal data, but also device characteristics,
unlike the current situation with Bluetooth device IDs or IDs of RFID tags, which are
easily available [20].
Stronger access control methods include the following:
1. Enforcement of privacy law and policies by expressing legal requirements and
personal user wishes in machine-readable rules and by embedding these rules into
data in such a way that they can not be ignored or bypassed (similar to how digital
rights management methods are aimed at preventing illegal copying of files) [16].
These privacy rules should describe what is allowed to do with data in different contexts (e.g., in case of merging databases), and to ensure that the attached rule is applied. Also needed are methods of facilitating privacy audits (to check correctness of
data processing, which should work even in case when the data are already deleted).
2. Access control to sensitive or aggregated personal data should be continuous, unobtrusive and context-dependent (e.g., requiring more reliable authentication if a user
starts a more sensitive application). Continuous unobtrusive access control is generally more reliable, and it decreases the risk of identity theft. For example, if a car lock
can only be opened by the car owner’s fingerprint, there is a danger that criminals
will either produce a faked fingerprint sample or will cut off the owner's finger. However, if authentication of the owner were to continue inside the car (e.g., by weight
sensors embedded in the seat, by positions of the seat and mirrors, by driving patterns, by voice or even by face recognition), a thief will eventually be discovered.
3. In order to protect against an authorised but dishonest person, unusual patterns of
copying and processing of personal data should be detected (e.g., if the next back-up
of data takes place soon after a previous back-up, then it may indicate a data theft).
4.4 Artificial Intelligence Methods
All software algorithms are to some extent AI methods. In the context of this paper,
however, we call AI safeguards methods of advanced reasoning capabilities, which
are not mature solutions yet, although research on them is actively going on. Many
privacy threats appear due to the fact that reasoning capabilities of software do not
grow as fast as hardware capabilities (storage and transmission capabilities). Advanced AI safeguards are the main means of protecting people from accidental, unintentional privacy violation, such as disturbing a person at a wrong moment or recording some private action. They are needed also for advanced access control and
anti-virus protection, by catching unusual patterns of data copying or delays in program execution.
Lightweight AI safeguards can be rule-based, with rules derived from human
common sense, e.g., that sensitive data can be more easily acquired when there are
only one or two persons in a room than when there are many people. Common sense
suggests also giving more freedom and responsibility to teenagers than to younger
kids. Since many exceptions to common-sense rules exist, however, we suggest that
AmI applications with high control levels should be capable of the following:
1. Detection of sensitive data (e.g., recognition that persons in a photo are naked or
kissing or that a conversation is private, even if it takes place in an office);

2. Adaptation to people's ethics (e.g., not to take photos of naked persons automatically; not to provide reminders about private obligations, e.g., taking medicines, in
public; not to record personal conversations; to respect everybody's dignity);
3. Adaptation to different cultures and etiquettes;
4. Intelligent online summarisation of records, e.g., online conversion of a meeting
audio stream into a text document, which would include only working discussions;
5. Intelligent interpretation of users' commands with natural interfaces: application
should have the means to resolve ambiguities (e.g., to understand when the user addresses the application, and when he/ she talks to other humans; and to be able to
understand complex language constructions in any context).
4.5 Developing of Transparancy Tools
Unfortunately, implementation of an application that records only working discussions is more difficult than implementation of application that records everything.
One partial solution can be raising user awareness about video cameras and data flow.
Since it is impossible to provide details of every surrounding sensor and application,
especially in public places, a concise and unified form of initial warnings should be
developed about most privacy-violating technologies (such as those that record video
and audio data, log personal identity data, physiological and health data), similar to a
form of road signs. Standardisation of privacy policy has started already for web sites
[21]; however, transparancy tools should be applicable to all Ubicomp components.
User-friendly interfaces are needed for providing awareness and for configuring
privacy policies. Maintaining privacy should not be a burden for a user, but, on the
other hand, if the user is really concerned with privacy protection, he should be able
to configure easily the following important settings:
1. the goal of the application (e.g., to record a meeting);
2. the degree of the application’s autonomy (what can the application do on its own
initiative and in which cases, e.g., will it start recording when all meeting participants
arrive; will it suggest to someone that he take a medicine at certain time of a day or
when his blood pressure rises above a certain rate);
3. the information flow from the user who should be able to understand and to configure the following:
• what data are collected and how (e.g., continuous record of blood pressure vs.
counting the number of high blood pressure peaks);
• what happens to the data after collection (what data are processed locally,
what are transmitted; what are stored, where and for how long);
• what patterns are searched (dependency of high blood pressure on absolute
time vs. dependency on relative time, e.g., from the moment of taking a pill);
4. the flow of information to the user who should be able to configure the following:
• how the information is presented (e.g., is a reminder to take a medicine given
as an audio warning or via SMS);
• how the information is filtered (e.g., an application that filters advertisements
can either completely block information which is considered as uninteresting;
or present a complete list of advertisements ranked by their estimated usefulness).

4.6 Developing Means of Recovery
It seems quite probable that losses of personal data will happen in a future, just as
identity thefts happen now. Consequences of data losses can include problems in
personal relations, work discrimination, financial problems or even death, and recovering from some data losses can be impossible or require other than technological
methods, e.g., legal methods. Nevertheless, some problems can be solved by means of
technology. For example, in case of theft of somebody's biometric data, there should
exist means to replace compromised biometrics with another authentication method
(another biometric, tokens, etc) everywhere (in all credit cards, in all office/ home/
car locks etc), and to do it fast and effortlessly for the person, possibly via networks.
Another problem is recovery from a loss of or damage to a personal device. Protection of personal data in a lost device can be achieved by strict access control and
encryption. However, it is also important that the user should not need to spend a lot
of time customising and “training” a new device; instead, the new device should itself
load user preferences, contacts, favourite music, etc, from some back-up service,
probably a home server, and do so in an effortless and secure way for the user.

5 Conclusions
Recent news reports suggest that large-scale surveillance by means of ubiquitous
technologies (Internet and phones) has already started [22]. However, analysis of
Ubicomp scenarios shows that privacy protection is not yet considered as a necessary
design requirement despite the appearance of significant threats to personal privacy.
This paper has presented a model for privacy threats analysis for Ubicomp developers, and suggested guidelines for decreasing privacy threats. A typical approach to
privacy threat analysis is to estimate sensitivity of data, which in turn depends on the
application domain (e.g., health care data are considered sensitive) and on information consumers [13]. We suggest that privacy protection should also depend on which
real-life privacy protecting borders are violated by the technology used, because the
likelihood of acquiring sensitive data accidentally is high if technology penetrates
through supposedly reliable physical borders. We suggest that developing strong
access control methods both for humans and for software is crucial for privacy protection. We also suggest development of a unified, concise way of maintaining user
awareness about application functionality, possibly graphical, and of user-friendly
methods of presenting more detailed information about application functionality and
how such functionality can be configured. Furthermore, we suggest development of
ways to escape from being tracked by Ubicomp applications, so that such escape is
not perceived as offensive or as a sign that someone has something to hide.
Since intelligent reasoning algorithms currently are less advanced than storage and
transmission capabilities, technologies that are highly privacy-threatening should be
limited to domains where they are justified by both domain requirements and existing
personal data protection regulations, as in health care. In other domains, usage of
such technologies should be under strict personal control, and applications should
switch off automatically after a certain period of user inactivity. We also suggest

avoidance of highly privacy-threatening technologies in applications where the goal
should be to increase the user's comfort (such as personalisation of TV), and use of
less dangerous technology instead.
This paper is based on work done in the context of the SWAMI project [23].
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